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Parks and natural green spaces are places of untold joy and exploration for young children. Across the United States, 
parks and playgrounds bring smiles and shrieks of laughter to kids and families as they roll down hills, climb trees, feed 
the birds, or play at the water’s edge. Children are active, socializing, and playing in an inspiring landscape that is fun 
and full of educational opportunity. These green spaces are healing spaces, teaching spaces, and growing spaces. They 
are the settings of memories and habits that will last a child a lifetime.

We also know that parks are healthy places. Studies show that kids who spend more time outdoors are less likely to 
develop ADHD symptoms or illnesses related to sedentary lifestyles, such as cardiovascular disease, obesity, and 
diabetes. They develop strong socio-emotional skills and are better prepared to respond to stresses and trauma. Their 
immune systems become stronger from exposure to the microorganisms in the air and soil. Being outside even helps 
children maintain better eyesight and hearing.

In 2020, there’s another benefit to outdoor play of particular importance — COVID-19 spreads at a slower rate in 
outdoor environments than indoor environments. COVID-19 has turned much of the world upside down, affecting 
everyone in every aspect of life, including early childhood education. Many playgrounds and schools have been closed 
on and off for the better part of a year. Young children are experiencing mental health crises as they feel the stress of 
not being able to play and connect with their peers. Researchers and psychologists are trying to determine what long-
term effects school closures, even brief ones, might have on a whole generation of children around the world.

As federal, state and local governments try to navigate school reopenings and the need for safe and reliable child care 
for working families, there’s one option gaining some international traction: outdoor preschools. Research has already 
shown that outdoor preschools in particular have lower rates of communicable diseases than traditional preschools, 
making them an ideal setting for early childhood care in the midst of a pandemic. At a local scale, some schools are 
taking classes outside for part of the day, keeping kids physically present to learn while minimizing the risk of disease 
spread as a short-term solution. But some educators are thinking at a much larger scale: Scotland, for example, is 
exploring what outdoor-based education could look like nationally as a way to get kids back to school and socialization 
sooner rather than later. In both cases, investments in outdoor learning environments build resilience in child care 
systems and benefit children long after the pandemic ends.

Introduction

What do we mean by “outdoor preschools”?
When we refer to outdoor preschools, we mean early learning and child care programs that regularly spend the 
vast majority of their time outside in a nature-rich environment. These types of programs may also be known 
as Forest Kindergartens. These preschools are based in a natural, outdoor environment that is often unfenced, 
rather than in a primarily indoor-based program with access to a built outdoor playground. 

Other types of nature-based programs benefit from outdoor licensing standards, even if they already have 
a licensed indoor space. Activities that are central to their nature-based philosophy, such as tool usage, fire 
building, or tree climbing, are limited or prohibited in most current licensing standards. Children in all nature-
based programs stand to benefit greatly from quality outdoor preschool licensing standards.

The Natural Start Alliance has many examples of outdoor preschools listed in their Member Spotlight. These 
include Aventuras Forest School, a Spanish-immersion program run in public parks across Los Angeles. Another 
example is the Squaxin Island Tribe’s Child Development Center, that works with community members to 
integrate tribal customs and connections to nature into their fully outdoor program.

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(19)30070-1/fulltext#:~:text=A%20small%20number%20of%20cross,children%20already%20diagnosed%20with%20ADHD.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(19)30070-1/fulltext#:~:text=A%20small%20number%20of%20cross,children%20already%20diagnosed%20with%20ADHD.
https://www.who.int/news/item/04-04-2002-physical-inactivity-a-leading-cause-of-disease-and-disability-warns-who#:~:text=Sedentary%20lifestyles%20increase%20all%20causes,lipid%20disorders%2C%20depression%20and%20anxiety.
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.452.9941&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24691122/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24154724/
https://opto.ca/health-library/playing-outdoors-can-help-maintain-childrens-eyesight
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-10-coronavirus-rare-impossible.html
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-10-coronavirus-rare-impossible.html
https://www.npr.org/2020/05/14/855641420/with-school-buildings-closed-children-s-mental-health-is-suffering
https://www.npr.org/2020/05/14/855641420/with-school-buildings-closed-children-s-mental-health-is-suffering
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0013916518773469
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/may/10/scotland-eyes-outdoor-learning-as-model-for-reopening-of-schools
https://naturalstart.org/about/member-spotlight/aventuras-forest-school
https://naturalstart.org/about/member-spotlight/squaxin-island-child-development-center
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We know outdoor preschools and the nature contact they provide come with a variety of mental and physical health 
benefits for children. So what’s limiting outdoor preschools from becoming an option for everyone? One likely answer: of 
all 50 states, only Washington has a clear pathway to licensure for outdoor preschools.

Licensure is paramount for outdoor preschools to operate and expand to serve children and families. Forty-nine states 
don’t allow outdoor preschools to operate full-day programs, meaning that working families without a caregiver at home 
can’t access them. Licensure also allows preschool programs to accept most child care vouchers, which many families rely 
upon. Without licensure, providers don’t have access to the same pool of potential students as licensed programs and 
are unable to access some insurance that’s reserved for licensed programs.

The primary hurdle to licensing outdoor preschools has to do with regulatory requirements, or licensing standards, 
which states use to ensure a preschool setting is safe and supportive of young children’s needs. These requirements are 
designed with indoor spaces in mind, and while some make perfect sense for an indoor space (e.g. there can’t be bugs 
or rodents in the classroom), they’re all but impossible to achieve in an outdoor setting. If states were able to rewrite 
their standards to be inclusive of outdoor programs, or simply create a new set of standards for outdoor preschools, it 
would allow these beneficial programs to be an equitable, accessible option for families across the United States.

We created this Policy Action Framework to help advocates — from parents and teachers, to elected officials and early 
childhood administrators — find a pathway toward licensure that fits their community and their state. Although our end 
goal is for outdoor preschools to be accessible for all families through licensure, prior actions might be more feasible or 
appropriate for your state. There’s no effective one-size-fits-all approach to this work, which is why we’ve identified more 
than a dozen potential options you can use to start moving your state along the pathway to licensed nature-based and 
outdoor preschools. 

Photo by Tina Floersch, Unsplash
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Our Vision
Our vision is that every child in every state has the opportunity to attend an outdoor preschool, 
to benefit from the physical and mental health improvements that nature provides, and to have 
equitable access to these resources.

How to Use This Framework
We’ve designed this Policy Action Framework with diverse policy landscapes in mind, so that advocates in any state 
can find appropriate next steps for their communities inside. It’s intentionally set up to highlight the lowest-barrier 
policy actions at the beginning, leading up to the more challenging barriers (ex. full licensure) at the end. While it 
makes sense for any given state to progress through the outlined approach, we know it’s not the only way to go. For 
example, Washington was able to pass a legislative bill leading to provisional licenses fairly quickly in a politically 
supportive environment. The path you and your state chooses is really up to you and your communities.

We’ve also designed this Framework with community and equity at the center of our approach. By carefully 
considering the equity impacts of each policy decision and by engaging with your community to find out what they 
want, outdoor preschool can help avoid deepening historical inequities. No matter your approach, it’s important to 
build a diverse coalition of partners from a variety of sectors (teachers, parents, government officials, etc.) to make sure 
you’re not leaving anyone behind. Coalitions and community support will make your work stronger and more effective.

Outdoor Preschool Policy Framework
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Ease of Implementation
Harder to 
implement

Equity in Outdoor Preschools 

What does equity have to do with outdoor 
preschool?
Though outdoor preschools benefit all children who 
attend them, not all children and families have equitable 
access to outdoor preschools. This is clearly reflected in a 2017 national survey of outdoor preschools around the US: 
83% of enrolled children were White, 7% were Hispanic, and 3% were Black. Financial, cultural, and logistical barriers 
may explain some of this discrepancy between outdoor preschools and their community demographics, but policy can 
create barriers to access, too.

For example, because outdoor preschools in most states are unable to be licensed, 
that automatically excludes them from some state and federal child care assistance 
programs. This means that families who rely on subsidies to afford child care aren’t 
able to send their kids to outdoor preschools. Being unlicensed also means that 
outdoor preschool programs in most states aren’t able to offer full-day programs, 
causing many working families who need child care during the full work day have 
to look elsewhere. This leads to many outdoor preschools being accessible only to 
families who can pay for their child care outright, or who have a parent available to 
take kids to and from class in the middle of the work day.

Outdoor Preschools also have the opportunity to advance racial justice. The 
coronavirus pandemic has exacerbated the health, education, and environmental 
injustices that communities of color face because of centuries of systematic 
exclusion and oppression. Outdoor education is one of the safest ways to 
reopen schools and should be prioritized in communities who have suffered a 
disproportionate amount of severe Covid outcomes. An anti-racist approach to 
early childhood education should “prioritize flexibility, family, and community 
engagement while optimizing for student safety and wellbeing.” Increased access 
to outdoor preschools through policy changes gives more options to all families, 
including families of color. The flexibility allows families to choose the best 
preschool model for their children.

That’s why we believe that access to outdoor preschool is fundamentally an issue 
of equity. Every child deserves equitable access to the mental and physical health 
benefits that these programs bring. Every family deserves equitable access to 
quality outdoor preschools that offer full-day programs in place-based, culturally 
responsive ways.

Outdoor Preschool 
Equity Toolkit
Interested in learning more 
about how outdoor preschools 
can become more equitable? For quick tips that 
every school can do, check out our Outdoor 
Preschool Equity Toolkit, available here: 
https://willamettepartnership.org/outdoor-
preschool-equity-toolkit/

State Rules 
& Policy

Photo by Markus Spiske, Unsplash

https://naturalstart.org/sites/default/files/staff/nature_preschools_national_survey_2017.pdf
https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/communities-of-color-devastated-by-covid-19-shifting-the-narrative-2020102221201#:~:text=Communities%20of%20color%20devastated%20by%20COVID%2D19%3A%20Shifting%20the%20narrative,-Posted%20October%2022&text=The%20numbers%20were%20astounding%3A%20Blacks,our%20nation's%20top%20hot%20spots.
https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/communities-of-color-devastated-by-covid-19-shifting-the-narrative-2020102221201#:~:text=Communities%20of%20color%20devastated%20by%20COVID%2D19%3A%20Shifting%20the%20narrative,-Posted%20October%2022&text=The%20numbers%20were%20astounding%3A%20Blacks,our%20nation's%20top%20hot%20spots.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32853056/
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6988813-2020-21-School-Model-Resolution-Working-Draft.html?fbclid=IwAR3mGhTjPZwkVtXRlxZ38sWOvZ2CtXvIgPwSTr0YBjyGZUcMPmaXXSBhdwA
https://willamettepartnership.org/outdoor-preschool-equity-toolkit/
https://willamettepartnership.org/outdoor-preschool-equity-toolkit/
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Benefits of Outdoor Preschools
What’s outstanding about the outdoor preschool model is how many benefits it brings to children. From health to 
equity to social development, here are just some of the ways getting young kids outside positively impacts them and 
their families:

Physical Health Benefits
• Promotes physical activity, reduces sedentary behaviors, and improves overall cardiorespiratory fitness
• Supports gross and fine motor development, muscle and bone health, and spatial awareness and coordination
• Strengthens immune systems by exposing children to microorganisms in a critical period of their development
• Improves eye health
• Predicts lifelong engagement in physical activity
• Reduces risk of transmission of communicable diseases

Mental Health Benefits
• Reduces stress, anxiety, and depression in children 
• Improves self-confidence, self-worth, autonomy, self-resilience, strength, coordination, focus, problem-solving, 

and teamwork skills 
• For children with ADHD, walks in nature can improve focus comparatively to ADHD medication

Learning & Developmental Benefits
• Significantly benefits executive functioning skills, one of the best predictors for academic achievement
• Supports all developmental learning domains
• Supports creativity and problem-solving skills
• Enhances cognitive skill sand higher executive functioning
• Improves academic performance

Community Resilience
• High quality early childhood education provides long-term and significant impacts on human development, 

societal functioning, and Social Return on Investment (SROI)
• Outdoor early childhood education is likely to have similar if not better benefits for society, given the research 

on nature’s impact on childhood development

How does outdoor preschool support learning?
Although there is strong evidence that outdoor programs support academic outcomes in children, we are still 
uncovering the mechanisms of how, exactly, it does that. A comprehensive literature review strongly supports the 
following mechanisms: 

Outdoor environments are:
• Calmer, quieter, and safer
• More cooperative
• Encourages autonomy and creative play

Outdoor environments support early learners by:
• Increasing focus and rejuvenating attention
• Boosting self-discipline
• Increasing motivation, enjoyment, and engagement

https://cdn1-originals.webdamdb.com/13012_81243679?Policy=eyJTdGF0ZW1lbnQiOlt7IlJlc291cmNlIjoiaHR0cCo6Ly9jZG4xLW9yaWdpbmFscy53ZWJkYW1kYi5jb20vMTMwMTJfODEyNDM2NzkiLCJDb25kaXRpb24iOnsiRGF0ZUxlc3NUaGFuIjp7IkFXUzpFcG9jaFRpbWUiOjIxNDc0MTQ0MDB9fX1dfQ__&Signature=aN90fEfPYxy95CffMdbNop9stLMyRYmzG5Zy4dE25FfAoUwah-lCTVf9~Dxg7EyQSv79c8Y43XfsFUHurzKPtFpN1Ym3BAHdD2LT-pxsM8DTNOWcVl-fXUO-4TvkzOLxTUU~aqkHxfKYs1X6XXbfW2z9D2pWPVNUTzgwG83pA2izB3K67c3SCrna8pc7NBBTom5J6mCeCZ48awIh4uhArLp61-gsOyyMox16cE9cN3QDpaspCTI2PbPSno-bzk1ETIiR8HDAmp1kqtGrruFo~q2ENAgtq1JhFNYOkH3lowqTF67IR6MUK-QycKPyIHgIoLWV7a~0XP5-b-ME03w3gw__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAI2ASI2IOLRFF2RHA
https://cbey.yale.edu/sites/default/files/2020-10/CBEY_REPORT_HEALTH-NATURE_FINAL.pdf
https://naturalstart.org/sites/default/files/benefits_of_connecting_children_with_nature_infosheet.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277251362_Executive_Function_Skills_and_Academic_Achievement_Gains_in_Prekindergarten_Contributions_of_Learning-Related_Behaviors
https://heckmanequation.org/resource/invest-in-early-childhood-development-reduce-deficits-strengthen-the-economy/
https://highscope.org/perry-preschool-project/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00305/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00305/full
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Policy Action Framework

Photo by Note Thanun, Unsplash

Roadmap to Outdoor Preschool for All

We are on a journey heading towards a future where all families have the option to send their little ones 
to an outdoor preschool. The roads represent different policy strategies and each bus stop offers various 
policy actions. Advocates can choose which stop they want to explore based on their unique strengths 
and the educational landscape of their State. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!

What You Got Ave

Buddy Blvd

Licensure Ln

Go Outside!

Adopt 
Indoor SpaceOutdoor Preschool 

Coalitions

Outdoor 
Preschool 

for All!

Parks 
Program

School 
Districts

Exemptions
& Waivers

Regulatory 
Agency Pilot

or Rule Change Legislative or 
Executive Action
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1. Local Initiatives: 
     First Steps & Coalition Building

Pros
• Teachers and schools are community change-makers
• Can be place-based and responsive to families
• Can impact children in diverse preschool models

Cons
• Dependent on individual teachers’ knowledge, interest, and 

resources
• Small-scale intervention means there is not widespread 

impact
• Requires full indoor classroom even if space is not being used
• Not all schools have equitable access to safe public outdoor 

learning environments

What 
do I do 

with the 
kids outside?

For teachers who are 
new to outdoor learning, 
groups like the Natural 

Start Alliance and Children 
& Nature Network offer tons 

of free resources and curriculums 
that you can access through their 

websites. Programs can support teachers 
by offering child-led exploration classes, 

brainstorming ways to bring learning activities 
outside using natural materials, and investing in 

outdoor spaces. Classes can go on walking field trips 
to local parks or through a neighborhood.

Equity Impacts
The simple act of going outside is one that nearly every teacher 

around the country can take with their kids, meaning that every 
student potentially has access to this option. However, not all 

schools may be able to access a public park. The route may 
be long or unsafe and the park may not be child-friendly. It’s 

important for teachers interested in spending more time 
outdoors to complete a risk and environmental assessment 

for the space they want to use to ensure it’s safe and 
that activities are developmentally appropriate. It may 

be necessary to partner with land managers and the 
public sector to work on outdoor safety. 

If public parks are not an option, schools can 
add natural elements to their outdoor learning 

space and invest in professional development 
opportunities to support teachers outside.

Moving straight to an outdoor preschool from a 
traditional indoor preschool model can be a tough 
transition for program providers, especially if there is not 
regulatory and professional support to launch an outdoor 
preschool. There are some basic steps that providers can 
take to start building support for outdoor programming 
while also exposing their kids to the health benefits of 
outdoor spaces, even in an indoor-based environment. 

What You Got Ave

1.1 Go Outside!
Description
If your school is close to a public park or 
has access to a private outdoor area, you 
can familiarize yourself with your outdoor 
environment or even add an outdoor learning 
space. This is a great way to start reaping the 
benefits of nature connection and outdoor 
learning. This year, many schools have 
invested in outdoor classrooms which will 
continue to be a great resource even after the 
pandemic ends. Children in the United States 
today are outside less than any previous 
generation. The average kid today 
only gets four to seven minutes 
of unstructured outdoor play 
a day, compared to seven 
hours spent on a screen. 
Preschool teachers can 
help shift this reality by 
spending as much time 
outdoors with their 
kids as possible, 
using the outdoor 
environment as 
a classroom 
and teaching 
kids through 
nature.

https://naturalstart.org/feature-stories/7-ways-nature-based-learning-takes-root-existing-preschools
https://naturalstart.org/feature-stories/7-ways-nature-based-learning-takes-root-existing-preschools
https://www.childrenandnature.org/
https://www.childrenandnature.org/
https://www.nrpa.org/uploadedFiles/nrpa.org/Advocacy/Children-in-Nature.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/uploadedFiles/nrpa.org/Advocacy/Children-in-Nature.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/uploadedFiles/nrpa.org/Advocacy/Children-in-Nature.pdf
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Case Study: Tygh Valley Head Start
In most ways, Tygh Valley looks and feels like a typical Head Start classroom. There’s a familiar Head Start 
sign out front, a yellow school bus with “Mid-Columbia Children’s Council” written on the side. The main 
difference? The kids who learn here spend nearly one hundred percent of their school days outside. 

Tygh Valley Head Start has an indoor classroom, bathrooms with running water, and a kitchen to prepare 
food, but they choose to be outdoors every day that they can. They learn outside, play outside, eat outside, 
and on nice days, nap outside. 

According to Teacher Cole, moving outdoors has supported her student’s social-emotional development 
and there has been a decrease in challenging behavior. Associate Director Cooley attributes this to the 
calming effects of outdoor spaces; there’s more room to appropriately let out big feelings by kicking a ball 
or running around, and noise isn't trapped inside and bouncing off the walls of a classroom, which can be 
overstimulating and overwhelming for sensory-sensitive kids. 

It’s also great for pandemic learning. Although many families have chosen not to send their families back 
to school during COVID-19, Tygh Valley Head Start has the potential to fill all 18 slots, if separated into two 
learning pods. The Oregon Health Authority and Early Learning Division recognize that outdoor spaces 
significantly reduce risk of transmission and suggest spending additional time outside. It’s a smart and safe 
option for in-person learning during the pandemic: a study found that the odds of catching coronavirus 
inside was 19 times greater than catching it outside.  

Tygh Valley Head Start shows that there are ways to increase outdoor time for young learners right now 
within the existing licensing framework. There’s no rules against individual teachers choosing to spend 
more time outside. Program administrators can support their staff by offering training, resources, and 
encouragement to be able to do it. 

What would it look like if we could reimagine Head Start program options that are entirely, or almost entirely 
outside? Tygh Valley offers advice to other Head Start or preschool classrooms that want to explore outdoor 
learning: Connect with partners who are already doing the work and think outside the box.

– Adapted from Willamette Partnership blog post

Photo by Seth Doyle, Unsplash

https://mcccheadstart.org/
https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Health-and-Safety-Guidelines_August-14-2020_English_Web.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.28.20029272v2
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.28.20029272v2
https://willamettepartnership.org/reimagining-outdoor-head-start-preschools/
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1.2 Develop Outdoor 
        Preschool Coalitions

Pros
• Collective action and voice builds community, 

advocacy, and power
• Develops resources, support, and networking 

opportunities for new and existing schools
• Develops standards on their own terms
• Has infrastructure for future conversations with 

licensing bodies

Cons
• High level of effort needed to have successful 

coalition

Description
Moving outdoor preschool policy forward isn’t a one-
school task. States will be most successful where broad 
coalitions of stakeholders — providers, families, agency 
staff, lawmakers and more — come together to find 
common goals and move policy forward together. For 
this reason, advocates interested in connecting with 
their communities and changing policy can start by 
developing regional or statewide outdoor preschool 
coalitions.

Outdoor preschool coalitions and networks are a great 
place to share resources and ideas with the broader 
community of stakeholders. These networks lay the 
foundation for building collective power through a 
unified voice, enabling the group to advocate for 
teachers, children and families. It’s also a great place 
to listen to your community and find out how licensure 
might work best for them. It gives providers and 
teachers the opportunity to work with state licensing 
staff before any policies are passed, making sure 
everyone can collaborate on developing standards, 
values, procedures, and risk management guidelines.

 

Equity Impacts
Coalitions should include a variety of school types and 
approaches to outdoor learning. In addition to outdoor 
and nature-based preschools, other programs value 
nature-based education including many family-home 
providers, culturally-specific programs, and Head Start 
classrooms. A diverse coalition will better identify 
opportunities to advance equitable outdoor learning 
standards that make sense for local families, providers, 
and the greater community.

Coalitions can help shape and drive future outdoor 
preschool licensing standards that are equitable and 
responsive to the community. Without consulting the 
subject expertise of outdoor preschool coalitions, 
licensing agencies are at risk of unintentionally creating 
more barriers to outdoor preschools.

What You Got Ave

Photo by Larry Crayton, Unsplash
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Case Study
There are many ways to build a network of 
outdoor preschools. A simple way to get started 
is to create an online community. In Oregon, 
outdoor preschool providers started a Facebook 
Group called the Oregon Forest Schools 
and Nature-Based Schools to start building 
connections and community. 

Coalitions can also be more formal. The 
California Association of Forest Schools (CAFS) 
is working to develop best practices for outdoor 
preschools. Currently, outdoor preschools do 
not need to be licensed in California, but its 
growing popularity means that regulations are 
not far off. In order to ensure that licensing 
standards follow evidence-based research and 
promote equity, CAFS have come together 
to co-create standards. In preparation for 
future conversations with child care regulatory 
agencies, they have developed teacher 
training standards, school policy standards, and 
licensing best practices. Their coalition allows 
California outdoor preschools to have a strong 
collective voice that asks for a seat at the table 
when states deliberate licensing standards. 
Community engagement and action is critical 
in understanding the needs of the community, 
families, and schools. 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/oregonnaturebasedschools
https://www.facebook.com/groups/oregonnaturebasedschools
https://www.caforestschools.org/home
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1.3 Adopt a Local Indoor Space

Pros
• If the indoor space is licensed, outdoor 

preschools could be eligible for child 
care subsidies and full-day care

• Meets code or licensing requirements 
while still offering outdoor preschool 
model

• Increases capacity to serve more 
children

Cons
• Requires partnership with an indoor 

space that may have another primary 
use

Description
For teachers who are excited to run fully outdoor programs 
but don’t yet have access to licensure, “adopting” an 
indoor space to use can be a helpful intermediate step. 
In this instance, the school’s indoor space would need to 
meet the requirements of licensure, but the classes could then effectively operate as licensed outdoor preschools. 
Depending upon your specific state’s requirements, these spaces could potentially be a recreation center at a park, 
a classroom at a museum, or a community room at the public library, removing the burdens that come with an 
independently-run preschool building.

There are definitely benefits that come with an indoor space, too. Indoor spaces can be used for emergencies, 
extreme weather, food preparation, nap time, and bathroom needs. In some cases, it could be possible for the space 
to be used by multiple classes at the same time, rotating through indoor naps and outdoor playtime and increasing 
the number of children served by a single program. Some states are even exploring the idea of mobile preschools, 
opening up the possibility for trailers or yurts to be licensed an indoor space. 

Equity Impacts
If the indoor space is licensed, then these outdoor preschool programs would reap all the equity benefits of fully-
licensed outdoor preschools. Since many of the indoor spaces folks use are in public buildings (like a recreation 
center or library), it also means these places are probably close to other public services and easily accessible for most 
families. And if multiple classrooms are able to rotate through the same space, it can increase capacity and bring 
these benefits to more children. 

What You Got Ave

Photo by Fabian Centeno, Unsplash
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2. Building Partnerships:
     Working Within Existing Policies

Until more states have formal pathways to licensure for outdoor preschools, there are some 
potential workarounds to licensing standards that allow outdoor preschools to operate 
under partnerships or exemptions within the current licensing framework. Though these 
solutions all require strong institutional partners or exemptions, they’re potential stepping 
stones that allow schools to operate fully outdoors before policy is changed.

A major benefit of these approaches is that they all let outdoor preschools run as proofs 
of concept, which can be especially helpful for casemaking once coalitions are ready to 
take the next step toward licensure. If schools can show the efficacy of their model through 
partnering with local governments, school districts, or individual licensors, it helps show 
policymakers and state agencies that outdoor preschools are a feasible option in their state.

Photo by Alexander Dummer, Unsplash
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2.1 Offer Outdoor Preschools as a
        Parks & Recreation Program

Pros
• Follows P&R outdoor programs and 

educational regulations
• Parks already have authority over/access to 

green spaces
• Tend to be accessible in urban areas
• Teachers could be employees of the Parks 

Department and access to employment 
benefits

• Programs may be cheaper for families than 
independent preschools

Cons
• Less control over the programming than an 

independent preschool
• Completely depends on relationship and 

cooperation with local P&R agency

Description
In some states and jurisdictions, outdoor preschools 
may be able to run as day camp-style programs through 
local park and recreation (P&R) agencies. Programs 
operating as a part of a P&R program do not typically fall 
under licensing requirements, and regulations around 
outdoor programming can be more in line with outdoor 
education. Especially when preschools are hoping to run 
as seasonal, rotating, or after-school options, running as 
a P&R program makes a lot of sense.

Partnering with a P&R agency comes with lots of 
benefits. Lots of P&R groups offer educational programs 
for children of all ages, which means families could 
potentially enroll children of several ages in the same 
kinds of programs. They also tend to be located in 
accessible places throughout a community, putting the 
programs in reach of major urban areas. And because 
P&R agencies are also land managers, they’ve got plenty 
of spaces to choose from, along with the authority to 
control how those spaces are used.

With that said, it really depends on local policies 
and relationships with the local P&R district to make 
these types of programs a success. In some cases, a 
P&R agency may be able to hire and support outdoor 
preschool teachers as staff. In others, they may require 
a formal partnership with an outdoor preschool as an 
independent organization to run the program. There are 
likely policies that regulate how long a program can last, 
too, meaning that families may need to re-register their 
kids for the program more frequently than once a year. 
Regardless, the best place to start is by contacting your 
local P&R agency and building a relationship. 

Equity Impacts
Because these programs could take any number of 
shapes, it really depends on the specific partnership 
to make these programs equitable. This is especially 
true in most major cities that have previously been 
redlined, where communities of color and low-income 
neighborhoods tend to have disproportionately less 
access to local parks and green spaces. With that 
said, there’s potential for these programs to help build 
community equity, especially since programs may 
be cheaper to run than standalone schools, thereby 
reducing the costs for families. 

Case Study
The City of Boise offers an outdoor preschool 
through their parks department. Families enroll 
every few months, with preference to families 
who are already part of the program. It runs as 
a parks program instead of a child care center, 
allowing for more flexibility that an outdoor 
program requires. For states who do not have a 
pathway for any outdoor preschool programs to 
exist at all, this is a great alternative model. 

Buddy B
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https://bee.cityofboise.org/learn/lessons-tours/foothills-center/boise-outdoor-preschool/
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2.2 Operate as Part of a School District

Pros
• School districts likely exempt from child care 

licensing codes
• Potentially free or low cost for district families
• Schools already have relationships with families
• Encourages more nature-based learning 

opportunities for older children

Cons
• Potentially lose some control over operations
• Will have to work within district policies and rules

Description
In some states, preschools running as part of a school 
district aren’t licensed independently, and thus don’t 
need to follow separate preschool licensing standards. 
Outdoor preschools who partner with a school district 
in those states may be able to operate as fully outdoor 
or nature-based programs, along with the added 
benefits and support that come from being part of the 
larger district.

There are benefits for districts running their own 
preschool programs, too. Access to quality early 
learning leads to substantial long-term benefits, and 
investing in birth-to-five education is an effective 
and powerful way to support child development that 
increases success in elementary school and beyond. 
There are already examples of this happening in 
the United States. For example, New York City 
offers universal preschool, a move made possible 
by expanding capacity through partnerships with 
elementary schools and even putting classrooms in 
community centers. Having outdoor preschools at 
elementary schools also offers the possibility of getting 
older grades outdoors for forest days and other nature-
based learning, spreading the benefits of outdoor time 
for learning and development to more children.

Equity Impacts
This is a great way to make outdoor preschools more accessible and equitable for families. Families are likely already 
familiar and comfortable with the public school system, with relationships that can help overcome skepticism of 
outdoor preschool. It also likely makes the programs eligible for child care subsidies, if they’re not outright free to the 
local community. 

Case Studies
Increasingly, school districts receive funding to add preschool classes to their elementary schools. Many school 
districts are starting to offer nature-based preschool. Jeffers Pond Nature Preschool is and example of a public 
preschool option within Prior Lake-Savage Area School’s Early Childhood Program in Minnesota. 

Although there is not a current case study showing how one of these preschools could be a license-exempt 
outdoor preschool, there are two examples that are inspiring. The Ivy Academy is an environmental public charter 
school in Tennessee. They have partnered with Wauhatchie Forest Preschool to offer an outdoor preschool on 
their campus. Currently, the forest preschool requires tuition and offers a part-time schedule. With more funding 
and political will, the public charter school could help to subsidize costs and support full-day outdoor preschool 
by using their school status to make them exempt from licensing. Gilbert Elementary School in Georgia is a public 
school focused on STEM and experiential learning. They operate two forest kindergarten and two forest first 
grade classrooms. They are the first public school in the country to have a forest kindergarten. With infrastructure 
already in place, it would be easy to add an outdoor preschool program. In both cases, securing funding for 
public outdoor preschools is the greatest challenge. 

Buddy B
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https://heckmanequation.org/resource/research-summary-lifecycle-benefits-influential-early-childhood-program/
https://srcd.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/cdev.12645
https://access.nyc.gov/programs/pre-k-for-all/
https://access.nyc.gov/programs/pre-k-for-all/
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9781732266261
https://www.priorlake-savage.k12.mn.us/our-schools/edgewood/circle-of-friends-preschool
http://www.ivyacademychattanooga.com/wauhatchie
https://ges.walkerschools.org/
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2.3 Receive Temporary Licensure Through an   
        Exemption or Waiver Program

Pros
• Works within existing state licensing frameworks
• Allows outdoor preschools to gain licensure 

without significantly changing or adding rules to 
licensing standards

• Can be a good testing ground for state regulatory 
agencies to explore new licensing standards

Cons
• Has not been tested in any states
• Temporary licensure, meaning it would need to 

be reapplied year-after-year
• Granted on a case-by-case basis, so dependent 

upon individual licensors and may not be 
equitably granted

Description
Some states offer license exemptions or waivers for preschools 
when it comes to specific licensing requirements. For outdoor 
preschools who would like to offer families the benefits of 
licensure (full-day programs, accepting waivers and subsidies), 
this is a potential way to receive a temporary license in 
cooperation with licensors before there’s a clear path to regular 
licensure.

Like the other options in this category, waivers really 
depend on your relationship with the licensing agency 
and your ability to work together to ensure child safety 
while operating outdoors. It also depends on exactly 
which licensing rules an outdoor program isn’t able to 
meet and how providers plan on working around them. 
For example, there are a lot of rules related to building 
codes that simply aren’t applicable to a completely 
outdoor space (ex. not having insects in the classroom), 
but there may be other rules that can be adapted to 
meet the spirit of the rule outdoors. 

Waivers are usually a temporary solution for a special 
circumstance, and they’re generally granted on a 
case-by-case basis, so this isn’t a good solution for 
widespread licensure. Each state will have specific rules 
and interpretations around granting waivers, so the 
best place to start is by checking your local licensing 
standards and talking with a licensor about your state’s 
specific policies surrounding exemptions and waivers.

Equity Impacts
Because waivers are granted by individual licensors on a case-by-case basis, it’s very possible that these temporary 
licenses wouldn’t be doled out in an equitable way. But once a waiver is achieved, it would likely bring with it all the 
positive equity impacts of full licensure — the ability to accept subsidies, offer full-day programming, and increase access 
to working families.

Case Study
As of writing this policy action framework, this pathway is theoretical. With COVID-19, many outdoor preschools 
have been allowed to offer emergency child care services. In Oregon, for example, some outdoor preschools 
applied to offer emergency care. The process required that they meet guidelines very similar to child care 
licensing rules. When the rules did not apply to the preschool’s outdoor setting, state licensers used Washington’s 
Outdoor Preschool Licensing Standards for guidance. 

This year showed that it was possible for outdoor preschools to get an emergency waiver to provide care, while 
still closely following licensing rules. We believe that there is a lot to learn from the emergency child care process, 
and it can be modified and retained so that future outdoor preschools can seek temporary licenses while waiting 
for more permanent options.

Buddy B
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Cross-
Sectoral Collaboration: 

Aligning Standards from the Fire Marshall, 
Health Department, and Education Department

One of the biggest challenges for outdoor preschools is navigating the different, and 
sometimes conflicting, standards from the fire marshall, health department, and child care 
licensing office. When setting up an outdoor preschool, there are a couple strategies to 
consider. First, identify who has already gone through this process. Is there a coalition or 

network of outdoor preschools in the area that you can connect with? They can often 
offer insight or even examples of how they aligned standards. This will prepare you for 

meetings and expedite approvals. Second, can you get the fire marshall, public 
health professional, and child care licenser in the same room? As difficult as it 

may be to find a time that works for everyone, in the end this saves time 
for all partners involved. There will be less miscommunication 

between agencies and everyone can come to 
agreements more quickly.
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3. Policy Change:
     Solidifying Outdoor Preschool 

Pursuing licensure for outdoor preschools is an upstream, systems-level approach 
that makes outdoor preschools more accessible to more families. Changing laws 
to offer a clear pathway to licensure for outdoor preschools is the clearest way to 
make the biggest impact for these programs across a state, but also potentially 
the most challenging. 

As of this writing, only one state (Washington) has actually passed legislation 
directed toward creating a pathway to licensure for outdoor preschools. No matter 
which method of policy change is pursued — legislative bills, executive actions, or 
regulatory policy changes — it takes time, effort, and political will to make these 
changes, the combination of which can only happen when there’s strong support 
from stakeholders and elected officials.

We think that state-level policy change should be the ultimate goal of outdoor 
preschools because it has the biggest impact on creating equitable access to 
these programs for all families. Licensure would bring with it the opportunity for 
full-day care, the ability to accept 
child care vouchers, and the 
potential inclusion of outdoor 
preschools in programs like 
Head Start.        
                                                                      
However, in order to create 
a fair and equitable system, 
policies need to leave 
room for place-based 
considerations. In a 
single state, there can 
be great variance 
in geographic 
landscapes, 
populations 
served, and 
community 
values. 
Good policy 
change 
should offer 
high quality 
standards of care, 
yet be responsive 
and adaptive to 
diverse communities. 
If licensure standards 
for outdoor preschool 
are done well, more 
children could attend 
outdoor preschools and 
enjoy the myriad benefits that 
they provide.

Caution and Consideration 
with Outdoor Preschool 

Licensure 
There are potential downsides to licensing outdoor 

preschools that are important to consider and discuss with your 
statewide community of providers before pursuing policy change. 

 
Once outdoor preschools have a clear pathway to licensure, it could 

mean that programs will have to change to fit the new standards, including 
changes to curriculum. Some activities used in many outdoor classrooms, 

such as fire-making, using tools, tree climbing, and other “risky play” activities 
could potentially be deemed unsafe and banned, especially if there hasn’t been 

adequate research to demonstrate that the benefits outweigh risks. Because of this, 
some existing outdoor preschool providers have very reasonable hesitancy toward 

licensure. Washington’s pilot program addressed these concerns by allowing outdoor 
preschools to observe the process without participating directly in licensing 

standards. This option helped build transparency and trust.
 

It’s also worth noting policy pathways to licensure require the participation 
of and coordination with state licensing agencies, meaning that 
licensing standards could be wildly different from state-to-state. 
Certainly, developing a pathway to licensure doesn’t necessarily 

mean that all outdoor preschools become licensed, but 
depending upon how the policy is written, it’s a distinct 

possibility. Our recommendation for a policy-driven 
pathway to licensure would expand the child care 

landscape and vocabulary without restricting, 
mandating, or changing schools that already 
operate and don’t want to become licensed. 
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3.1 Change Policy Directly Through    
        Regulatory Agency 

Pros
• Depending on state political climate, it may be 

faster to work directly with the regulatory agency 
than pass legislation

• Gives regulatory agency control over the process 
without a legislated mandate

• Can draw from licensing standards in other 
states that have already completed pilots, like 
Washington and Colorado 

• If begun as a pilot, can help create outdoor 
preschool licensing standards that meet 
the unique requirements of each state in 
collaboration with providers

Cons
• Without extra funding, new regulatory standard 

development and pilots can put strain on 
regulatory agency resources

• Requires significant time and resources, including 
specialized licensers/staff

• No legislative mandate, meaning state regulatory 
agencies would need the internal desire to 
pursue this option

Description
If the internal will exists, the state agency responsible 
for overseeing preschool licenses (ex. Department of 
Early Learning or Education) could change their own 
internal licensing standard outright, or potentially run 
their own licensing pilot for outdoor preschools. Each 
of these options has its own potential strengths and 
drawbacks.

Option 1: Immediate Change to Licensing 
Standards
In theory, the simplest pathway to licensing outdoor 
preschools is for the state regulatory agency to adopt 
licensing rules that cover outdoor preschools. For 
each standard specific to building codes or indoor 
spaces, the spirit of the standard can be modified 
to be applicable for an outdoor space. Changes to 
licensing standards can potentially be done through 
internal department rulemaking and could therefore 
avoid the lengthy legislative process.

Though theoretically simple, there are definite 
challenges to this approach. Only two states 
(Washington and Colorado) have developed 
provisional licensing standards for outdoor 
preschools, so regulatory agencies in other states 
have precious few existing standards to work from. It 
could also reduce opportunities to consult with local 
outdoor preschool coalitions to provide input into 
new state standards.

Licensure Ln
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Option 2: Agency-Run Pilot Leading to 
New Licensing Standards
Instead of outright changing their licensing 
standards, the state agency could also run an 
internal pilot with existing outdoor preschools and 
develop new standards over the course of time. 
There’s mutual benefit to this collaborative approach 
for both the state agency (who can construct 
and control their own pilot without following 
strict legislative guidelines) and the providers 
themselves (who can work directly with the agency 
on developing licensing standards). This is a great 
option for states whose regulation standards differ 
greatly from existing outdoor preschool pilot 
programs because their results may not meet the 
unique needs of the state. It’s also a comparatively 
low-stakes approach to policy change, since running 
a temporary pilot gives the agency and providers 
time to explore potential changes instead of 
jumping straight to developing new standards. For 
these reasons, we recommend state agencies pursue 
a pilot program before independently changing 
licensing standards.

The major downside to both of these approaches is 
that they require significant time and energy from 
agency staff, and without dedicated funding from 
a legislative mandate, there’s potential for these 
efforts to be inadequately supported. When taking 
this approach, partners need to be careful in both 
their planning and follow-through to ensure that they 
are moving towards a permanent and sustainable 
program at the pilot’s end. 

This pathway really only works if there’s motivated 
interest within the state regulatory agency, so 
advocates should start their pursuit of this option 
by talking directly to agency staff. If there’s not a 
champion on the inside to help make the project 
happen, an agency-led pilot is impossible to pull off.

Equity Impacts
Through a pilot licensure program, outdoor 
preschools could potentially accept state and federal 
child care subsidies, offering slots to low-income 
families and working families. Because pilots are 
often small, licensing agencies should prioritize 
working with diverse programs that serve different 
populations in order to get feedback from various 
perspectives. Agencies should particularly consider 
working in both rural and urban settings, private 
and public schools (either through school districts or 
Head Start programs), and culturally-specific schools 
to make sure the developing standards work in a 
variety of settings.  

Case Study
In Colorado, early childhood educators came 
together to advance licensure of outdoor 
preschools. After deliberation with stakeholders 
and legislators, they decided to work directly with 
the Office of Early Childhood to implement a pilot 
licensing program without passing legislation. 
During the first year of the pilot, licensing 
specialists visited two schools biweekly for 3 hours. 
The intensive visits helped licensing specialists 
better understand outdoor preschool concepts and 
to create guidelines so that outdoor preschools 
could meet Colorado’s health and safety standards. 
One of the guidelines that was established was 
requiring an emergency shelter during severe 
weather. When the temperature falls below 10 
degrees, students use the indoor space. They 
experimented with more permanent structures 
for required indoor spaces such as a classroom in 
a partner museum, as well as mobile spaces like 
trailers. They also focused on how to extend equity 
into outdoor preschools, by prioritizing full-day and 
kindergarten programs.  

While Colorado was able to bypass legislation, 
their case-by-case review of outdoor preschools 
was labor intensive for licensing staff and providers. 
The amount of labor and specificity of this program 
may make it difficult to scale up, even though 
other educators are interested in opening outdoor 
programs in Colorado. As of July 2020, only one 
outdoor preschool remains provisionally licensed. 
Other outdoor preschools are running as license-
exempt programs, limited to 4 or less students per 
teacher. To be a permanent solution, their pilot 
program should have a final report with suggestions 
for moving forward. If this is shared publicly, other 
states can learn from Colorado’s efforts.
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What is the timeline of a pilot program?
Here is an example from Washington’s Outdoor Preschool Pilot Project.

August 2017
Outdoor preschool 

pilot begins

January - December 
2018

Develop outdoor 
preschool standards

July 2018
Chapter 110-300 

Washington Administrative 
Code filed

January 2019
Outdoor preschool 

Washington 
Administrative Code filed

March 2019
Outdoor Preschool 
Pilot rules effective

March - July 2019
Applications for pilot 

license processed

August 2019
Licensed outdoor 
preschools begin

September 2019 - 
November 2020
Monitor and evaluate 

outdoor preschool 
quality and impact

November 2020
Final report due to 

legislature

Photos, from top to bottom/left to right, by Yasmin Dangor, Johnny Cohen, 
Larry Crayton, Thiago Cerqueira, Peter Idowu, and Paige Cody, Unsplash

https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/reports/Outdoor_Preschool_Pilot_2019.pdf
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3.2 Legislative or Executive 
        Policy Change 

Pros
• Legal mandate ensures program is developed
• Financial support from legislation can support 

regulatory agencies in their capacity and 
resources

• Legislation and funding reinforces long-term 
infrastructure that withstands changes to 
leadership and partners

• The most permanent pathway to licensure for 
outdoor preschools

Cons
• Slow process: ample time is needed for coalition 

building and lobbying; furthermore, legislative 
timelines slow down the process

• Different political landscapes may make it difficult 
to gain bipartisan support or inclusion in a 
relevant bill 

• Potential to bypass partnerships with the 
regulating agency and erode trust

Legislative or executive policy action is a decisive, 
definitive way to create an official pathway to licensure 
for outdoor preschools. There are several potential 
shapes policy change can take, though the most likely 
would be a legislative mandate to adopt outdoor 
preschool licensing standards, a temporary legislative 
bill that funds and mandates a licensing pilot for 
outdoor preschools, or an executive action that directs 
regulatory agencies to adopt outdoor preschool 
licensing standards. They each come with their own 
benefits and drawbacks.

Option 1: Temporary Legislative Action
A temporary legislative action that mandates a pilot 
passed in Washington in 2017, and three years into 
the program it’s been very successful. This approach 
can be of serious benefit to regulatory agencies, as 
the mandate can be funded for the duration of the 
pilot while also giving the agency the freedom and 
flexibility to design the program and take time in 
developing standards. It also likely defers any potential 
consequences of new licensing standards for existing 
programs, as schools would be able to opt-in to the 
pilot or observe the changes without participating. 
Having several years to run a pilot ensures that both 
providers and licensors have time to collaborate on 
developing standards so there aren’t any surprises when 
final recommendations are made.

Option 2: Legislated Mandate to Adopt New 
Standards
State legislatures could also simply mandate that 
regulatory agencies adopt outdoor preschool licensing 
standards. Again, this option would hopefully come with 
increased funding to help the agency build capacity, 
though states would need to continue funding the 
program to make sure agencies aren’t simply expected 
to do additional work with current levels of funding. The 
downside of this approach is that it doesn’t offer much 
flexibility to either the agency or current providers to 
offer input and help shape designing the standards — 
once the law is passed, it’s the law. While a regulatory 
agency could still include public comment and 
community engagement as they work to develop new 
standards, the time crunch that comes from a mandate 
like this could potentially lead to a less collaborative 
approach.

Licensure Ln
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Case Study
Prior to 2017, Washington allowed outdoor preschools 
to operate as license-exempt part-day (under 4 hour) 
programs under RCW 43.216. However, the growing 
popularity of outdoor preschools opened up larger 
conversations around the benefits of licensure to expanding 
access to high quality child care options. In 2016, outdoor 
preschool educators formed the Washington Nature 
Preschool Association (WaNPA) to advocate for licensure 
and successfully pushed legislation within the year. Their 
success stemmed from organizing a large group of outdoor 
preschool providers, mobilizing under a shared vision, and 
leveraging bipartisan support. The Washington Legislature 
passed Senate Bill 5357 in 2017 to establish a 4-year pilot 
project to licence outdoor early learning and child care 
programs. Washington State’s Department of Children, 
Youth and Families hired two full-time staff to run the 
pilot program. In the first year, they recruited interested 
outdoor preschools, organized an advisory committee, 
analyzed participant policies, procedures, and practices, 
and began developing licensing requirements. The first 
outdoor preschools began operating under a provisional 
pilot license in 2018, with extensive monitoring and data 
collection. DCYF also supported professional development 
for outdoor preschool providers. The Pilot Program has 
been very successful and there continues to be growing 
interest for outdoor preschools in Washington State. 
The Outdoor Preschool Pilot Standards, 2018 Legislative 
Report, and 2019 Legislative Report can be found on the 
DCYF outdoor preschool pilot website. 
 
Passing legislation requires building a strong coalition 
of advocates and stakeholders that share a united vision 
for outdoor preschool licensure. In Washington State, a 
coalition of advocates became the Washington Nature 
Preschool Association (WaNPA). They developed key 
messages to explain the importance of outdoor preschool 
licensure: equity and access, the value of nature-based 
education for learning and development, and the growing 
demand for nature-based programs across the state. These 
messages help to weave a narrative that is effective for 
campaigning and lobbying. Once a strong community-
based coalition is established, it can be beneficial to work 
with lobbyists or policy experts to build connections with 
elected officials to write a bill or incorporate outdoor 
preschool licensure in other relevant legislation.

Option 3: Executive Action
Finally, governors could issue executive orders or 
official memorandums directing state agencies 
to adopt licensing standards. Though much 
faster and less politically difficult to pass than a 
legislative action, it’s likely that these mandates 
wouldn’t come with additional funding for 
regulatory agencies. There’s also the potential for 
political blowback if executives haven’t secured 
the public support of agency staff, providers, 
and other stakeholders in making this change, 
as well as potentially opening up the order to be 
challenged in court and delayed or nullified. For 
these reasons, we recommend against executive 
action as the primary pathway to outdoor 
preschool licensure.

Equity Impacts
Similar to running a pilot licensure program or 
changing rules within the regulatory agency, 
passing legislation has the potential to impact 
all children within the state. Legislative action 
tells stakeholders that equitable access to 
outdoor preschools is a state priority. Often, 
legislation can be paired with some funding to 
start the licensure program. Funding can support 
the regulatory agency by hiring specialized 
outdoor preschool staff. It can also be used 
to build partnerships with community-based 
organizations and include them in planning and 
implementation of outdoor preschools. 

Photo by Markus Spiske, Unsplash

https://www.wanpa.org/
https://www.wanpa.org/
https://naturalstart.org/feature-stories/licensing-outdoor-nature-based-preschools-washington-state-and-beyond
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/Outdoor_Preschool_Pilot_Standards.pdf
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/DEL_opp-LEG-2018.pdf
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/DEL_opp-LEG-2018.pdf
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/reports/Outdoor_Preschool_Pilot_2019.pdf
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/about/government-community/advisory/opp
https://naturalstart.org/feature-stories/licensing-outdoor-nature-based-preschools-washington-state-and-beyond
https://naturalstart.org/feature-stories/licensing-outdoor-nature-based-preschools-washington-state-and-beyond
https://naturalstart.org/feature-stories/licensing-outdoor-nature-based-preschools-washington-state-and-beyond
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Steps to Legislation

1

2

3

Organize a coalition of outdoor preschool advocates. The more voices 
that are included from the beginning, the more likely the licensure program 
will be influenced and accepted by outdoor preschool educators, who 
are the experts in the field. Taking the time to build a strong network of 
stakeholders will increase chances for legislative success. This step should 
not be overlooked or rushed.

Craft a powerful message. 
What are the three strongest 
reasons that outdoor preschools 
should be licensed in a particular 
state? One reason that we 
believe is fundamental is that 
licensing improves equity and 
access to outdoor preschools.

Connect with elected officials. Advocates 
should attend Lobby Days and send emails 
to elected officials. A lobbyist can assist 
advocates in navigating the legislative 
process. Fundraising and philanthropic 
support is one way to fund a lobbyist.

6

5

4 Work with elected officials to write a bill 
that is most appropriate for the state. 
Have resources, evidence, case studies, and 
testimonies ready to share. Decide if it is 
possible to adopt existing outdoor preschool 
licensing standards and program frameworks 
established by states like Washington, or if a 
pilot program is more appropriate. 

Continue to engage 
partners to ensure 
all perspectives are 
considered, including 
outdoor preschools that 
are not seeking licensure. 

Publish public reports so that other states can see and use it to 
advocate for legislation. This supports a growing national movement. 

Photos, in order of appearance, by Markus Spiske, Senjuti Kundu, Artem 
Kniaz, Jordan Sanchez, Mathilde Langevin, and Kyle Nieber, Unsplash
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